A brief description of the present position of computational materials sciences is presented. Dramatic increases in computing capability together with exciting new scientific frontiers have created unprecedented opportunities for the development and application of computational materials sciences. The balanced growth of the field involves a range of research and styles, from innovative single principal investigators to large interdisciplinary teams able to exploit leadership class computing.
Introduction
Materials are ubiquitous and often taken for granted. They underpin our energy sources and their efficiencies, our buildings and transportation, our modern technologies, our clothing, and even our health and food supplies. For all their importance and in spite of the large body of empirically derived approaches to foster materials development, the period between discovery and the functional application of new materials frequently requires ten or more years. A major difficulty in expediting successful new applications stems from the complex interactions taking place within a material on many length and time scales. These interactions determine physical properties (e.g. strength, colour, conductivity) and often limit the routes to efficient and cost effective synthesis. The difficulties in developing traditional bulk materials are amplified for materials fashioned at the nano-scale, either through self-assembly or bio mimetic processes, or through deliberate fabrication using novel atomic scale manipulation. Scientists seeking to understand the complexity and control the properties of both nano-scale and bulk materials are quickly taking advantage of the enormous advances in computation and in new experimental facilities located at synchrotrons, nanocenters, and neutron sources. The coming together of these resources is ushering in a renaissance in materials science which promises accelerated discovery and much more rapid deployment of new materials.
In the last twenty years the increases in chip density and speed (Moore's Law) and the growth of parallel processor supercomputers has led to a factor of a million (six orders of magnitude) increase in computational power. Concomitant with the hardware, advances in many important algorithms (e.g. some PDE and classical molecular dynamics codes) have become much more efficient (primarily by implementation of methods which scale linearly) so that the algorithms themselves have increased in speed by six orders of magnitude. The combined increase of almost twelve orders of magnitude has brought simulation in some fields of science and engineering to unprecedented levels of applicability for simulations of realistic material properties.
In this brief report only a few examples can be mentioned, but the excitement and promise extends over many frontier areas in materials science: from nano to bulk, from hard to soft, and from inorganic to bio, from photonics to spintronics, and from classical computers to quantum computers. The perspective has changed so that even for bulk applications, materials "engineers" can now start designing with atomic scale building blocks. We are learning how to control and manipulate their positions and interactions to fashion much larger scale functional materials. We are no longer limited to small molecules, or to perfect crystals with small numbers of atoms per unit cell.
A recent report to the Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee of the DOE Office of Basic Energy Sciences lists a number of compelling drivers for the rapid growth of Theory and Computation [1] . This paper reviews or expands on topics from that report (hereafter referred to as "the Report"), particularly those portions that deal explicitly with computational materials sciences rather than computational chemistry; although the overlap of these two disciplines is becoming quite blurred at the leading edge of current research.
Opportunities
The Report identifies four drivers which are creating new opportunities for computational materials science: 1) dramatic successes in theory and computation, 2) new scientific frontiers, 3) growth of computational capabilities, and 4) new experimental capabilities and facilities. The promise and enthusiasm for the future can perhaps be summarized by relating a recent comment made by a traditional experimentalist, "Gee, you guys are really becoming useful." Among the new frontier areas where computation is contributing or is poised to contribute are nanoscience, correlated electrons in solids, excited electronic states, defects in solids, magnetic spin systems and biomimetic materials. An example of where theory and computation has become an essential partner with experiment is in the field of photonics. Phototonic band gap (PBG) materials were unknown before 1990, and the initial trial and error effort at trying to produce periodic dielectric structures having forbidden energy gaps for photons (exactly analogous to electronic energy gaps in semiconductors) was quickly eclipsed when numerical techniques for accurately designing PBG crystals via quick solutions to Maxwell's equations proved spectacularly successful. There are no complexities arising from photon-photon interactions, unlike the difficulties encountered in electronic structure calculations when dealing with electron-electron interactions. Every group designing PBG devices now has a strong computational component. This is equally true in the brand new field of photonic metamaterials, where groups are now fabricating materials with negative permeability and negative permittivity for particular frequency ranges. Such materials have unusual properties and are often referred to as "Left Handed Materials" because so the called right hand rule describing the E, B, and k vectors is reversed for electromagnetic propagation through the medium. These developments in photonics have primarily been demonstrated in the microwave range, but clever new designs and fabrication techniques are pushing the operable frequency range close to the visible spectrum. Incorporating such devices on electronic chips is an achievement that will lead to a revolution in optoelectronics.
Magnetism is one of a number of classical branches of materials science. It underwent a renaissance with the discovery of superior new permanent magnetic materials in the late 80's and with the development of giant magneto-resistance (GMR) phenomena in the early 90's. GMR has in turn spawned the field of "spintronics", the goal of which is to use the electron spin to transmit and manipulate information. Most spintronics research is focused on thin films and structures at nanometer length scales, where theoretical and computational involvement is widely recognized as essential. Theoretical involvement in magnetism is not new, but it has traditionally been divided into two non-overlapping camps, dealing with either averaged bulk properties (micromagnetics) or with atomic scale properties (via the Schrödinger or Dirac equations). Now, as with many of the other traditional branches of materials science, there is hope of bridging the length scales. That is, starting at the atomic scale with accurate equations and understanding of the interactions, the properties of the material at larger length scales can be derived. A well known difficulty is the presence and over riding importance of defects that can dominate the ultimate physical properties of the bulk material. Modern algorithms and computational facilities now permit first principles calculations of the electronic structure and the magnetic interactions for as many as 16,000 atoms, which is already sufficient for many useful simulations for spintronics research. At larger length scales there are coarse graining approaches coupling information from atomic-scale to the micron-scale. Here, one of the chief concerns is adequately simulating all the electronic processes governing the dynamics so that one can understand the switching of domains or magnetic "bits". The pinning of magnetic domains at grain boundaries and other defects is likewise an important challenge, which is within sight of modern research.
The strength and mechanical properties of materials can be dominated by defects. The organization of defects in solids is not static but changes with the application of driving forces such as stress, phase transformations, elevated temperatures, pressures, applied fields, etc. Atomistic simulations are invaluable for ascertaining the local equilibrium and kinetic properties near interfaces and impurities, and in those cases where accurate interatomic (classical) potentials have been determined (often by fitting to a smaller set of first principles calculations and experimental data), simulations with millions of atoms are becoming routine. Just recently a MD simulation by LANL scientists using 45,000 processors on the LLNL blue gene computer included 160 billion atoms. That is, a material more than 1 micron per side. Engineering codes using finite element techniques are reaching down toward that scale and coupling information from such atomistic simulations to engineering code is forefront current research.
Challenges
Progress in computational materials science has been enormous. It is, however, not a discipline with a single goal. The diversity of the scientific problems under the "material science" umbrella has spawned large communities, which have developed a wide range of computational tools. There is often synergy at the level of numerical methods, but historically each community and often each group has developed its own software to attack a particular problem. Times are changing, but with the rapid growth of computational capabilities and the concomitant growth in the importance and the size of the field, there is need and opportunity for more systematic development.
First and foremost, it is essential that the enthusiasm for new computational capabilities not overrun and adversely affect funding for conceptual theory. As the Report states, "…we do not know all the equations, nor do we have all the mathematical and physical insights we need, and therefore we have not yet invented the required algorithms. " Often innovative conceptual development arises from single PI groups, for which the community and the funding agencies have well developed mechanisms for supporting. Beyond the single PI groups the support mechanisms are evolving. It is a bit analogous to what happened after frontiersmen explored new territory, preparing the way for "civilization". There was need to clear the trees, lay the roads and form supportive communities. Each village had need for a local newspaper, an administration system, and some source of revenue. The analogy can be pushed too far, but the systematic support of larger heterogeneous teams of scientists is necessary and problematic.
Centers can often provide the infrastructure, but unlike experimental facilities, there is less compelling need to assemble permanent expertise a one geographical location for theory and computation. Indeed, the virtual Computational Materials Sciences Network (CMSN) was started by BES/Materials Sciences with the mission to advance frontiers in computational materials science by assembling diverse sets of researchers committed to working together to solve relevant materials problems that require cooperation across organizational and disciplinary boundaries. There is need for the systematic development and maintenance of community codes. This may become one of the products of large interdisciplinary groups who come together to solve "Grand Challenge" problems. Such large teams and key problems are often a prerequisite for access to leadership class computing facilities. Such teams should be large enough to involve computer scientists to optimize code for particular architectures, and they should be long lived enough that a robust code is produced and made available to a larger community. As the software matures, the larger community may well include experimentalists, who have a growing need for sophisticated analysis, yet may be lacking "in house" theorists.
These are exciting times, brought about by a confluence of dramatic new capabilities in computation, new experimental facilities, and new research frontiers.
